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Cuvillier Verlag Jun 2012, 2012. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - AbstractThis thesis
considers the k-BALANCED PARTITIONING problem, which is defined as follows. Find the minimum
number of edges in a graph that, when cut, partition the vertices into k (almost) equally sized sets.
Amongst others, the problem derives its importance from the need to distribute data within a
parallel-computing architecture. In this setting we are particularly interested in 2D finite element
model (FEM) simulations. We therefore model the input as a regular quadrilateral tiling of the plane.
More precisely, we focus on solid grid graphs. These are finite connected subgraphs of the infinite
2D grid without holes. However we also consider other graph classes. In particular, trees often give
surprising conclusions to the problem on grid graphs.We provide several efficient algorithms
computing provably good solutions. For the case when k=2 (the BISECTION problem) these include
methods to compute optimal as well as approximate solutions. When k can take arbitrary values we
provide two kinds of approximation algorithms. First we give a method that is fast but, for practical
applications, has unsatisfactory approximation ratios. Additionally we provide an algorithm
computing near-optimal solutions, which however is too slow to be used in...
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The very best publication i at any time read through. I actually have go through and i am confident that i am going to planning to read through once more
once more down the road. I found out this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Em ie Wucker t-- Em ie Wucker t

Complete guide! Its such a great study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . Her m a nn Ma r vin PhD-- Dr . Her m a nn Ma r vin PhD
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